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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
Aspen Law & Business This problem-based casebook will enliven your course or seminar with its sensible transactional approach to electronic commerce. Thorough yet succinct, Electronic Commerce,
Second Edition, provides a current examination of a fast-moving area of the law. The casebook guides students through the topic and helps instructors make the most of class time: lucid and concise
reading assignments use clear non-technical language wherever possible realistic exercises illustrate current issues in e-commerce practice distinguished authorship from Ronald Mann, a proliﬁc scholar in
Commercial Law who recently served as Reporter for revisions to UCC Articles 3, 4, and 4A, and Jane K. Winn, who draw on classroom experience to make the text student-friendly clear and accessible
explanations of need-to-know technology organized into 40 separate assignments so professors can concentrate on their own areas of interest coverage of important commercial law topics, such as clickthrough contracts, cybersquatting, web site development, software licensing, and electronic payments extensive Teacher's Manual provides answers to the assignments in the book companion web site
will complement and enrich printed materials The Second Edition introduces a new approach, along with new material: the transactional approach gives students a preview of practice, with three new
assignments focusing on speciﬁc contracts of importance -- web site development, site licenses, and software licenses signiﬁcant new and updated cases: Dluhos v. Strasberg and walmartsucks.com on
cybersquatting, Intel Corp. v. Hamidi, Specht v. Netscape (appellate opinion), Bowers v. Baystates Technologies, and Aerocon v. Silicon Valley Bank (appellate decision) discussion of new statutes, such as
CAN-SPAM and Check 21

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
Aspen Publishing The only casebook dealing with e-commerce, Electronic Commerce, Fourth Edition, utilizes problems to expound a transactional approach to electronic commerce. Written by Ronald J.
Mann, a preeminent and proliﬁc Commercial Law scholar, this system-oriented text is structured around the hypothetical representation of a technology company. The new edition has been meticulously
updated with the latest cases and problems that reﬂect those cases and current issues. This concise casebook oﬀers: Distinguished authorship: Ronald Mann is a leading scholar in Commercial Law and
recently served as Reporter for revisions to UCC Articles 3, 4, and 4A. Lucid and concise reading assignments that use non-technical language whenever possible. Need-to-know technology is explained
clearly and accessibly. Exercises that clearly illustrate current issues in e-commerce practice. Dozens of separate assignments so that professors can easily concentrate on their own areas of interest.
Coverage of important commercial law topics, including: Click-through contracts Cybersquatting Web site development Software licensing Electronic payments New to the Fourth Edition: Updated problems
based on recent case law and current issues. New cases, including: Rescuecom Corp. v. Google & Second Circuit decision permitting lawsuit against Google for selling ads based on trademarked name
Jacobsen v. Katzer & First appellate decision validating licenses for open-source software Jaynes v. Commonwealth of Virginia & Virginia Supreme Court case invalidating Virginia anti-spam law under First
Amendment Fair Housing Council v. Roommates.com & Ninth Circuit en banc decision on liability of Web site for discriminatory postings seeking roommates Chicago Lawyers & Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, Inc. v. CraigsList, Inc. & Easterbrook decision exonerating CraigsList for behavior similar to Roommates behavior condemned by Ninth Circuit Conwell v. Gray Loon Outdoor Marketing Group,
Inc. & Indiana Supreme Court case interpreting contract for design of Web site

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
PROBLEMS, CASES, AND MATERIALS
Aspen Publishing Focusing on private international business transactions, International Business Transactions: Problems, Cases, and Materials, Fourth Edition covers the planning, structure, and
implementation of transactions in today’s global economy. New to the Fourth Edition: New materials on the International Chamber of Commerce’s Incoterms 2020 coming into eﬀect on January 1, 2020
Additional discussion of China’s new Foreign Investment Law coming into eﬀect on January 1, 2020 A Discussion of the recent U.S. trade sanctions against China and other trading partners and the rise of
U.S. economic nationalism Updates regarding recent changes in U.S. tax policy aﬀecting foreign investment, including the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017 Updates to all statistics, tables legislative and treaty
changes to the most currently available data Professors and students will beneﬁt from: Compact but comprehensive coverage of the subject. This book covers both international business planning and
international litigation. Thorough coverage of the United Nations Convention on International Sales of Goods. Practical knowledge of the types of international business transactions. Knowledge for how to
handle international business litigation and arbitration. An understanding of international sales and investment transactions.

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
CASES, PROBLEMS, AND CASE STUDIES
Aspen Publishing Reﬂecting ongoing changes in the structure and regulation of modern business practice, Business Organizations: Cases, Problems, and Case Studies, Fourth Edition oﬀers a unique
combination of doctrine, problems, and case studies. Recent, high-interest cases are balanced against classic teaching chestnuts. Brief, innovative problems are used in combination with longer case
studies. Recent Delaware Supreme Court decisions, updated case studies, and a strong website support a clear and sustained examination of the role and purview of the law in business transactions. New
to the Fourth Edition: Recent Delaware Supreme Court and Chancery Court cases, including eBay v. Newmark; DFC Global v. Muirﬁeld Value Partners; In re: Trulia; Kahn v. M&F Worldwide (MFW); Corwin v.
KKR; and new parent/subsidiary vicarious liability cases New textual coverage of developing trends such as shareholder activism, exploding deal litigation and judicial eﬀorts to reign it in, hedge fund
appraisal arbitrage, and Public Beneﬁt Companies Revised Uniform Partnership Act materials, as updated through 2013 Updated case studies and problems that consistently reinforce topical coverage
Professors and students will beneﬁt from: A discriminating selection of fresh cases and classic chestnuts In-depth coverage of how the law applies to modern business structures, (such as joint ventures,
venture capital arrangements, franchises, and new limited liability business forms) as well as growth industries (such as computers, biotechnology, and telecommunications) Short problems after selected
topics that give students practice applying the legal principles covered in that section Case studies styled on the B-school model that provide opportunities for in-depth analysis of the law in business
transactions Hybrid entities treated in detail, including a separate chapter on limited liability companies Teaching materials include: Teacher’s Manual PowerPoint slides and multiple-choice exam questions
Prof. Smith’s recorded lectures about many key topics

SOFTWARE AND INTERNET LAW
Wolters Kluwer Law and Business Among the ﬁrst casebooks in the ﬁeld, Software and Internet Law presents clear and incisive writing, milestone cases and legislation, and questions and problems that
reﬂect the authors' extensive knowledge and classroom experience. Technical terms are deﬁned in context to make the text accessible for students and professors with minimal background in technology,
the software industry, or the Internet. Always ahead of the curve, the Fourth Edition adds coverage and commentary on developing law, such as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act's Safe Harbor, the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, and the Stored Communications Act. Hard-wired features of Software and Internet Law include: consistent focus on how lawyers service the software industry and
the Internet broad coverage of all aspects of U.S. software and internet law;with a focus on intellectual property, licensing, and cyberlaw The Fourth Edition responds to this fast-changing ﬁeld with
coverage of : the Digital Millennium Copyright Act's Safe Harbor the Electronic Communications Privacy Act the Stored Communications Act Hot News; Misappropriation Civil Uses of the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act

NATURAL RESOURCES LAW
A PLACE-BASED BOOK OF PROBLEMS AND CASES
Aspen Publishing Oﬀering broad national coverage on an array of topics, Natural Resources Law, Fourth Edition conveys the drama behind resource disputes and policy and the love-of-place. Most cases
are introduced with a photo or map of the place, along with a context-setting paragraph. Each group of cases—both foundational cases as well as new decisions—begins with a factually rich discussion
problem tailored to the cases that follow. Many problems mirror traditional essay exam questions; others raise contemporary policy issues. This highly teachable book groups readings into discrete,
assignment-sized chunks of 25-40 pages, allowing coverage of 2-4 cases or one problem during each class section. The main emphasis is on primary sources, and each chapter opens with relevant
statutory and regulatory sections.

ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW
CONCISE EDITION
Aspen Publishing Ethical Problems in the Practice of Law, Concise Fourth Edition is the briefer version of Lerman and Schrag’s highly successful problem-based textbook that oﬀers a contemporary and
thoughtful approach to challenging ethical dilemmas, encouraging deep analysis and lively class discussion. Key Features: Succinct and accessible explanation of lawyer law in question and answer format
Numerous problems based on actual cases, in which students must analyze the ethical and strategic issues as if they were practicing lawyers Focus on issues that students are most likely to face in their
early years of practice Stimulating presentation of materials, including cartoons, tables, and photos New to the Fourth Edition: Updates of countless recent developments in lawyer law, including the
amendments to Rules 1.6, 1.18 and 8.4 Up-to-date discussions of how the Internet is aﬀecting law practice, including the use of e-mail and social media Engaging two-color design New chapter on the
changing legal profession Reorganized so that the chapters match the practice MPRE questions in Lerman, Schrag, and Gupta’s Ethical Problems in the Practice of Law: Model Rules, State Variations and
Practice Questions.
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THE LAW OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
COMMENTARIES AND CASES ON THE LAW OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
Aspen Publishers Buy anew versionof this Connected Casebook and receiveaccessto theonline e-book, practice questionsfrom your favorite study aids, and anoutline toolon CasebookConnect, the all in one
learning solution for law school students. CasebookConnect oﬀers you what you need most to be successful in your law school classes - portability, meaningful feedback, and greater eﬃciency.This
looseleaf version of the Connected Casebook does not come with a binder. The extraordinary authorship of William A. Allen and Reinier Kraakman provides a unique real-world perspective to
Commentaries and Cases on the Law of Business Organization. Logical and ﬂexible organization allows for chapters to be taught in any order to accommodate alternative teaching approaches. Rich
commentary in the form of explanatory notes facilitates teaching and understanding. Careful case selection and editing presents both classic and important recent cases. An economic-analysis perspective
is made accessible through clear and consistent explanatory text. Examples, hypotheticals, and diagrams illustrate conceptual and theoretical models. The text can easily be used in a Business
Organization course with a focus on corporate law. The Teacher's Manual includes detailed guidance for structuring the course, case analyses, and answers to questions raised in the book. Features: New
chapter on basic ﬁnance and valuation concepts that updates materials from earlier editions Extensively revised chapter on the corporate voting system which addresses the success of several
governance reforms Updated discussion of the duty of loyalty including Delaware beneﬁt corporations and the demise of Emerald Partners II Up-to-date and authoritative commentary on the Delaware
case law A presentation centered on the principal-agent problem, which gives students a functional framework for understanding both statutory law and judicial decisions CasebookConnectfeatures:
ONLINE E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text
to quickly ﬁnd coverage of legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep for your exam in the Study Center. Practice questions fromExamples & Explanations, Emanuel Law
Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flashﬂashcards, and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time. OUTLINE TOOL
Most professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes. The Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the e-book into an
editable format to accelerate your outline creation and increase study time later in the semester.

CONTRACTS
CASES, DISCUSSION AND PROBLEMS
Aspen Publishing Contracts: Cases, Discussion, and Problems, Fourth Edition is known for its strikingly clear, straightforward text that illuminates cases as well as concepts and theory. The book focuses on
modern cases to expose students to contemporary contract law, but it also includes many important or iconic older cases. The cases are set in context by extensive author-written explanatory text.
Insightful questions draw attention to diﬃcult and crucial aspects of the law and prompt vigorous class discussion. Numerous problems, ranging from simple to complex, supplement cases and introduce
topics taught most eﬀectively through problems. The casebook’s traditional organization begins with formation and then corresponds to the sequence followed by the Restatement (2nd) of Contracts and
treatises. Its concise, eﬃcient presentation results in an optimum length for the course. Procedural issues are highlighted when presented by the cases and transactional issues such as drafting, client
counseling, and negotiation are raised through the use of questions and small exercises throughout the text. Strengthening the text’s focus on contemporary methods of contracting, modern issues in
standard contracts are explored along with contracts entered into electronically. International and comparative material oﬀers alternative approaches for students to consider, such as those taken by the
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) and the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
ADJUDICATION AND THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL
Aspen Publishing Criminal Procedure: Investigation and Right to Counsel, Fourth Edition is derived from the successful casebook Comprehensive Criminal Procedure. Like the parent book, it covers the
Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments and related areas using a thematic approach and oﬀers an appropriate balance of explanatory text and secondary material accompanied by well-written notes. In
addition to an experienced author team and well-edited cases, the book covers relevant statutes and court rules. New to the Fourth Edition: Updates regarding cutting-edge developments in case law,
statutory materials, and academic commentary about due process, the right to counsel, searches and seizures, and the privilege against compelled self-incrimination An important reordering of certain
areas of Fourth Amendment law and related materials to make them even more user-friendly Insightful examination of the turmoil in modern Fourth Amendment law as the Supreme Court, notably
splintered over methods of constitutional interpretation, faces the implications of rapidly changing technology Professors and students will beneﬁt from: A rigorous and challenging criminal procedure
casebook with an outstanding author team Sound grounding of the law in criminal process and the right to counsel Thorough coverage of Boyd v. U.S., The Fourth Amendment, The Fifth Amendment, and
the process of investigating complex crimes Thematic organization of the cases and text that make the book both manageable and accessible The latest and most highly respected developments in legal
scholarship that help both professors and students alike stay up-to-date in the ﬁeld of criminal procedure law

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
INVESTIGATION
Aspen Publishing Focusing on the investigation phase of criminal procedure, Criminal Procedure: Investigation combines Laurie L. Levenson’s ﬁrst-hand experience in the criminal justice system with Erwin
Chemerinsky’s student-friendly writing style. The Third Edition examines the impact of a host of recent developments in the courts and legislature on the process investigating crime. It eschews reliance on
rhetorical questions and law review excerpts in favor of comprehensive exploration of black letter law and trendsetting policy issues. The book utilizes a chronological approach that guides students
through criminal procedure doctrine from rules governing law enforcement investigation to matters related to habeas corpus relief. In addition to presenting the perspectives from various stakeholders, the
authors take care to provide students with useful, practice-oriented materials. Criminal Procedure: Investigation not only employs a systemic approach that takes students through issues from policy to
application of legal doctrine but also introduces issues at the forefront of modern criminal procedure debates. Key Features: Straightforward writing style and clear, dynamic text that is uncluttered with
law review excerpts and features thoughtfully edited principal and minor cases. Intuitive chronological presentation of topics. Systematic and cohesive exploration of policy on every issue, before moving
on to the speciﬁcs of doctrine. Practice-oriented features and discussion of important, modern criminal procedure issues. Approachable organization based on common progression through criminal justice
system. Straight writing style that relies on cases and author essays rather than law review excerpts and strict Socratic rhetoric questions. Practice-oriented features, discussion of modern policy issues,
useful example documents for practitioners. Useful examples for future and current criminal law practitioners.

TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION
LAW AND POLICY
Aspen Publishers Features: Organizes the many strands of trademark and unfair competition doctrine around a coherent conceptual framework. The clear structure is divided into three parts: foundation
and purposes, creation, and scope andamp; enforcement Traditional case-and-note format, enhanced by summarizing problems that help students better understand the intricacies of key topics. Features
numerous Internet-related trademark issues, such as cybersquatting, keyword advertising, and domain name disputes. Also addresses the relationship between trademarks and domain name, and the
potential secondary liability of online auction websites such as eBay Integrates international trademark issues with domestic issues Thoroughly treats trade dress protection, integrated with issues of word
mark protection New to the Fourth Edition: The Second Circuit's important decision in Louboutin v. YSL Important new appellate decisions on functionality, including the Federal Circuit's Becton Dickinson
opinion and the decision of the Seventh Circuit in Franco and Sons The Fourth Circuit's decision in Rosetta Stone on trademark liability for keyword advertising The Eleventh Circuit's University of Alabama
opinion on First Amendment limitations on the scope of trademark rights Cases exploring trademark fair use, including the DELICIOUS shoes case and the Tabari case on nominative fair use in connection
with domain names New applications of the trademark dilution and anti-cybersquatting provisions New cases on remedies

PROPERTY
Aspen Publishing Jesse Dukeminier’s trademark wit, passion, and human interest perspective has made Property, now in its Ninth Edition, one of the best—and best loved—casebooks of all time. A unique
blend of authority and good humor, you’ll ﬁnd a rich visual design, compelling cases, and timely coverage of contemporary issues. In the Ninth Edition, the authors have created a thoughtful and thorough
revision, true to the spirit of the classic Property text. Key Beneﬁts: A new chapter on the Intellectual Property/Property relationship, that gives students a taste of patent law, copyright law, trademark law,
and trade secrets law. The chapter highlights the diﬀerences and similarities among the legal treatment of real, chattel, and intellectual property. A dynamic, two-color designed casebook that
encompasses cases, text, questions, problems, examples and numerous photographs and diagrams. Extended coverage of major recent Supreme Court decisions, including Murr v. Wisconsin, Horne v.
Department of Agriculture, and Marvin M. Brandt Revocable Trust v. United States.

CASES AND MATERIALS ON BUSINESS ENTITIES
Aspen Publishers Intended for the basic course in Business Organizations, Cases and Materials on Business Entities encompasses corporations, agency, partnership, and LLCs. Its extended coverage of
alternative business entities distinguishes it from the more limited corporations-focused coverage of many business organizations texts. The author includes elaborate problems designed to help students
become practice-ready as well as enhanced coverage of LLCs and principal cases that were decided within the last 20 years. The recipient of numerous teaching awards and a former clerk at the California
Supreme Court and the U.S. District court, author Eric Chiappinelli has taught, written, and practiced extensively in business entities, corporate law, securities regulation, and civil procedure. Key Features:
Over 20 new cases, including Shawe v. Elting (Del. 2017). All principal cases are less than 20 years old. Corporation chapters reﬂect MBCA (2016), and Partnership materials reﬂect UPA (2013). LLC chapter
has been revised and updated. New materials on ultra vires and ultimate beneﬁciaries. New discussion of DGCL §§ 204 and 205 and MBCA (2016) Subchapter E (ratifying defective acts) New real-life
examples: Kate Spade acquired by Coach and Toys “R” Us bankruptcy.

TRAVERSING THE ETHICAL MINEFIELD
PROBLEMS, LAW, AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
Aspen Publishing Traversing the Ethical Mineﬁeld: Problems, Law, and Professional Responsibility, Fourth Edition oﬀers students accessible, teachable problems and notes that clarify and encourage
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analysis of the law governing lawyers. The book’s innovative pedagogy (combination of relevant and interesting problems faced by ﬁctitious law ﬁrm “Martyn and Fox,” cases, ethics opinions, thematic
notes, and short stories) supports its focus of teaching the Model Rules of Professional Conduct and the Restatement of the Law Governing Lawyers as well as conveying the complexities of ethical
dilemmas in legal practice. The book’s manageable length makes it short enough to provide focus, but long enough to convey the rich texture of the material.

ELDER LAW ANSWER BOOK
Aspen Law & Business Written by nationally-known elder law practitioners, Robert B. Fleming and Lisa Nachmias Davis, the Elder Law Answer Book gathers the most current legal, regulatory, and practice
guidelines from the core topics of elder law, long-term care, estate planning, retirement planning, healthcare decision making, and rights of the elderly -- and presents this information in a thoroughly
integrated, easy-access reference. The all-new Third Edition of Elder Law Answer Book helps you render sound advice and give reliable guidance on: Medicaid and Long-Term Care Planning Estate Planning
Probate and Trust Administration Special Needs Trusts Medicare And More! Only Elder Law Answer Book delivers and‘How-toand’ explanations of the guiding rule or regulation, along with current citations
to the relevant cases and statutesand—including the Deﬁcit Reduction Act Expert legal analysis of the special rules and how they typically apply Detailed information about each of the disparate, but
frequently related, aspects of elder law practiceand—age discrimination, nursing home rights, Medicaid and other public beneﬁts programs, as well as traditional estate planning and administration Realworld practice examples that help you implement the applicable rules or guidelines in a wide variety of situations Extensive cross-references to related topicsand—for fast and easy research Index and ata-glance list of questions that help you zero in on the exact information you are looking for

CONTRACTS
CASES AND DOCTRINE
Aspen Law & Business For a casebook that smoothly mixes the lastest cases with more of the classics than any other book, choose Randy Barnett's Contracts: Cases and Doctrines . Now in its Third
Edition, this popular casebook successfully employs a student-friendly 'back-to basics' approach. When you examine the casebook, be sure to notice its: ﬂexible modular organization; the book begins with
Remedies, but chapters can easily be rearranged to suit instructor preferences longer, more lightly-edited opinions that train students to sift through decisions to identify the most pertinent facts and
reasoning memorable fact patterns to enliven study and provide more provocative contrasts unique background information that makes cases come alive and puts them in context study guide questions
before most materials that help students focus their reading the Third Edition smoothly integrates e-commerce cases and materials including: 'click-through' agreements 'shrink-wrap' agreements
telephone sales statute of frauds and unconscionablility excerpts from the new Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA) And The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA) proposed
revisions To The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) in addition, The Third Edition features: captivating cases like CNA & American Casualty v. Arlyn Phonenix background material on avoiding problems of
assent with e-commerce, The UN convention on contracts For The sale of goods, and Alaska Packers Association v. Domenico a signiﬁcantly revised Teacher's Manual, with transition guide and sample
syllabi

ASPEN HANDBOOK FOR LEGAL WRITERS
A PRACTICAL REFERENCE
Aspen Publishers Buy anew version of this Connected Casebook and receiveaccess to theonline e-book, practice questionsfrom your favorite study aids, and anoutline tool on Casebook Connect, the all in
one learning solution for law school students. Casebook Connect oﬀers you what you need most to be successful in your law school classes - portability, meaningful feedback, and greater eﬃciency. This
looseleaf version of the Connected Casebook does not come with a binder. The Aspen Handbook for Legal Writers, a brief and accessible reference on mechanics and style, is a useful companion to any
legal writing text. Targeted at the needs of legal writers, the text initially focuses on the rules of grammar, style, and usage--with plenty of examples. A section on Legal Documents oﬀers strategies to
improve legal writing, with sample letters, memorandum, case brief, trial brief, and appellate brief. Numerous, helpful examples showcase both good and bad writing. This practical approach helps law
students with common problems and dilemmas: substitutions for "legalese," lists of commonly used legal idioms, spelling tips, advice on organization and the legal writing process, proofreading, and
document design. Modeled after handbooks used at the undergraduate level, the Handbook features a small trim size, comb-binding, clear organization, two-color printing, and helpful design elements to
highlight important information. Distinctive features designed with the student in mind include Websites for each topic addressed, Tips and Strategies to highlight key topics such as breaking writers'
blocks, meeting deadlines, communicating by email and text messaging, ethics notes, and Challenge Exercises in each chapter to test mastery. A brief Table of Contents on the inside front cover and Style
Sheet on the inside back cover oﬀer quick reference. Key Features: For all writers, pragmatic and useful information is given on beginning the writing process, tips to meet deadlines, common legal
conventions or traditions, common blunders made by legal writers, and proofreading and document design. The fundamental features of legal writing (accuracy, readability, clarity, and brevity) are
covered in depth. Quiz or 'Challenge' questions test readers' comprehension of the material and showcase methods to improve writing. Sample documents are provided for the most common types of legal
writings, including: Sample demand letter Sample opinion letter Sample legal memorandum Sample trial court brief Sample appellate brief (which includes a table of authorities) Sample case brief Sample
litigation document (a complaint for breach of contract) Sample transactional document (a joint venture agreement) Electronic communications are covered-twenty tips for using email in a professional
setting are given, along with tips for web conferences, texting, and communicating through social media. The Handbook also includes an Appendix on English as a Second Language, which should be
helpful to students and new attorneys whose language of origin is not English. Casebook Connectfeatures: ONLINE E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book
anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to quickly ﬁnd coverage of legal topics.

DEFINING CRIMES
"[This book focuses on the] intellectual and theoretical issues that arise from how crimes actually get deﬁned and applied today by state and federal legislatures, trial and appellate courts, police,
prosecutors, defense lawyers, and juries. New features [for this edition]: new coverage of the controversial issue of police use of deadly force, which--together with the existing section on 'stand your
ground' laws--facilitates class discussion of the "Black Lives Matter" movement and the shootings of Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, and Eric Garner, among others; new chapter on Gun Crimes, including
the Supreme Court's 2016 decision upholding the criminalization of gun ownership for those convicted of domestic violence crimes; updated chapter on federal criminal law, including the court's 2016
Elonis decision; updated coverage of criminal cases involving the over-prescription of opoid painkillers and other kinds of prescription medications; and updated materials on rape, incorporating coverage
of 'yes means yes' laws and policies."--

RESOLVING DISPUTES
THEORY PRACTICE AND LAW 3E
Aspen Publishers Resolving Disputes: Theory, Practice, and Law, Third Edition, features a logical four-part organization that covers negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and hybrid approaches, which
prepares law students to represent clients in all forms of alternative dispute resolution. Drawing on the authors decades of experience as teachers, neutrals, and ADR trainers, this casebook provides vivid
examples presented from headline cases, literature, and the authors ﬁles. In addition, it oﬀers excerpts from other leading authors so that diverse ideas are juxtaposed on major issues. The text integrates
coverage of law, ethics, and practice and interesting notes, thoughtful problems and provocative questions throughout the text illustrate the role of the attorney, the perspective of the client and practical
challenges. Key Features: Retains the same popular format as previous editions while incorporating user recommendations. Updated and new excerpts from leading experts presenting diﬀerent views on
challenging topics. Fresh notes and examples from actual cases. Additional coverage on causes of conﬂict, heuristics, the role of emotions, and decision science. A single chapter now contrasts
commercial, no-caucus and transformative mediation techniques. Completely revised arbitration section, features interesting new material and engaging exercises. Presents practical information on
drafting arbitration agreements, selecting arbitrators, and procedures. Recent legislative and judicial developments in arbitration law, award enforcement, and fairness issues. New treatment of hybrid ADR
and dispute systems design.

CIVIL PROCEDURE
A COURSEBOOK
Civil Procedure: A Coursebook provides solid scholarship but does not hide the ball. The book's accessibility, organization, and interior design support its innovative pedagogy.New to the Third Edition:
Recent (Dec. 1, 2015) rule amendments abrogate the federal forms and make important changes to the discovery rules. This edition reﬂects both sets of changes and includes provocative new materials
on the revitalized proportionality standard of discovery and the ethical requirements for competency in electronic discovery, in addition to other smaller updates.

ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW
Aspen Publishers Ethical Problems in the Practice of Law, Fourth Edition is a problem-based casebook with a contemporary and thoughtful approach to challenging ethical dilemmas, encouraging deep
analysis and lively class discussion. Thoroughly updated, the Fourth Edition presents: Recent changes to the Model Rules and other new developments in the law governing lawyers, and numerous new
examples of recent cases of lawyer misconduct Six new problems on conﬂicts of interest, a criminal defense lawyer s duty to investigate, prosecutorial investigations, and relationships between lawyers
and judges Up-to-date discussions of how the Internet is aﬀecting law practice, including the use of e-mail, social media, blogging, and raising capital for law ﬁrms by crowdfunding Expanded coverage of
the post-recession changes in the legal profession Discussion of the implications for conﬁdentiality of employer monitoring of employees, government monitoring of electronic communications, and hacking
of law ﬁrm computer systems Deeper coverage of ethical issues for prosecutors Lerman/Schrag/Gupta Model Rules supplement includes 115 practice questions and detailed answers to help students
prepare for the MPRE, and a selection of provisions from the state ethics codes that diverge from the Model Rules for comparative analysis

COUNTERTERRORISM LAW
Aspen Publishing Counterterrorism Law

UNDERSTANDING THE DIGITAL ECONOMY
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DATA, TOOLS, AND RESEARCH
MIT Press The rapid growth of electronic commerce, along with changes in information, computing, and communications, is having a profound eﬀect on the United States economy. President Clinton
recently directed the National Economic Council, in consultation with executive branch agencies, to analyze the economic implications of the Internet and electronic commerce domestically and
internationally, and to consider new types of data collection and research that could be undertaken by public and private organizations. This book contains work presented at a conference held by
executive branch agencies in May 1999 at the Department of Commerce. The goals of the conference were to assess current research on the digital economy, to engage the private sector in developing
the research that informs investment and policy decisions, and to promote better understanding of the growth and socioeconomic implications of information technology and electronic commerce. Aspects
of the digital economy addressed include macroeconomic assessment, organizational change, small business, access, market structure and competition, and employment and the workforce.

INSURANCE LAW AND POLICY
CASES AND MATERIALS
Aspen Publishing A contemporary, easy-to-teach text by high-proﬁle authors, this casebook invites students and teachers to re-imagine the ﬁeld of Insurance Law. The authors demonstrates the big-picture
role of insurance law and policy in American business and society, exploring federal-state regulatory roles in depth as well as the traditional topics covered in casebooks. Insurance Law and Policy: Cases
and Materials uses more statutory material than any other casebook, with statutes typically presented through problems. Manageable assignments contain one major case followed by informative notes,
questions and a problem.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
CASES MATERIALS AND PROBLEMS, 2021 SUPPLEMENT
Aspen Publishing Constitutional Law: Cases Materials and Problems, 2021 Supplement

COMMENTARIES AND CASES ON THE LAW OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
Wolters Kluwer Law & Business The extraordinary authorship of William T. Allen and Reinier Kraakman provides a unique real-world perspective to Commentaries and Cases on the Law of Business
Organization. Logical and ﬂexible organization allows for chapters to be taught in any order to accommodate alternative teaching approaches. Rich commentary in the form of explanatory notes facilitates
teaching and understanding. Careful case selection and editing presents both classic and important recent cases. An economic-analysis perspective is made accessible through clear and consistent
explanatory text. Examples, hypotheticals, and diagrams illustrate conceptual and theoretical models. The text can easily be used in a Business Organization course with a focus on corporate law.
Features: New chapter on basic ﬁnance and valuation concepts that updates materials from earlier editionsExtensively revised chapter on the corporate voting system which addresses the success of
several governance reformsUpdated discussion of the duty of loyalty including Delaware beneﬁt corporations and the demise of Emerald Partners IIUp-to-date and authoritative commentary on the
Delaware case lawA presentation centered on the principal-agent problem, which gives students a functional framework for understanding both statutory law and judicial decisions

TORT LAW
RESPONSIBILITIES AND REDRESS
The Fourth Edition of Tort Law: Responsibilities and Redress has been updated to reﬂect the very latest developments in tort law, including discussions of the draft provisions of the Third Restatement of
Torts concerning intentional torts. The book also contains new Check Your Understanding, Big Thing and Did You Know? text boxes along with a new user-friendly page layout. A set of PowerPoint slides on
core cases and topics has been added to provide additional support to instructors. Features: Incredibly versatile, this text has been successfully adopted at a wide range of schools and can be taught from
any intellectual or political perspective Presenting tort law as a complex but coherent whole, giving students a clear sense of what tort law is and what it does Grounded and pluralistic treatment
recognizes the richness and diversity of the legal rules and concepts that make tort law what it is Comprehensive case mix presents current and classic cases, exposing students to diverse decisions from
jurisdictions around the country, from lower courts to state high courts Progresses from negligence to intentional torts to products liability while permitting the professor to focus on an array of
contemporary issues Extraordinarily clear introductory text and notes after cases are routinely cited by students as highly accessible, illuminating and relevant

PRIVACY AND THE MEDIA
Aspen Publishing Developed from the casebook¿Information Privacy Law, this short paperback contains key cases and materials focusing on privacy issues¿related to the media. Topics covered include the
privacy torts, free speech, First¿Amendment, paparazzi, defamation, online gossip and social network websites. New to the Fourth Edition: New cases and notes throughout, including the addition of a
leading right of publicity case from California, De Havilland v. FX Networks, LLC. This book could be used in courses including: Media law Entertainment law Cyberlaw First Amendment / free speech Privacy
law Information law Torts II Journalism

MODERN AMERICAN REMEDIES
CASES AND MATERIALS CONCISE
Aspen Publishing Modern American Remedies: Cases and Materials Concise Fifth Edition

HEALTH CARE LAW AND ETHICS
Aspen Publishing Health Care Law and Ethics, Ninth Edition oﬀers a relationship-oriented approach to health law—covering the essentials, as well as topical and controversial subjects. The book provides
thoughtful and teachable coverage of every aspect of health care law. Current and classic cases build logically from the fundamentals of the patient/provider relationship to the role of government and
institutions in health care. The book is adaptable to both survey courses and courses covering portions of the ﬁeld. Key Features: New authors Nick Bagley and Glenn Cohen Incorporated anticipated
changes to the Aﬀordable Care Act More current cases and more streamlined notes, including ones on medical malpractice, bioethics, and on ﬁnance and regulation More coverage of “conscientious
objection” and “big data” - Discussion of new “value based” methods of physician payment - Expanded coverage of “fraud and abuse” Current issues in public health (e.g., Ebola, Zika) and controversies in
reproductive choice (e.g., Hobby Lobby) Coverage of cutting-edge genetic technologies (e.g., gene editing and mitochondrial replacement)

INTERNATIONAL LAW: NORMS, ACTORS, PROCESS: A PROBLEM-ORIENTED APPROACH
Aspen Publishers Written by some of the leading International Law scholars in the nation, this casebook employs a unique problem-based approach to examining international issues. Using real life
teaching problems, the text explores the processes of international lawmaking with an interdisciplinary approach that goes beyond mere doctrinal explanation. The Fourth Edition includes new court
decisions and expanded coverage of international crises. With comprehensive and well-balanced coverage, this casebook provides a captivating context in which students can deﬁne and understand
contemporary international law.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Aspen Publishers A leading text by a prominent scholar, Constitutional Law is known for its concise, yet comprehensive presentation. Professor Chemerinsky's distinctive approach presents the law solely
through case excerpts and his own essays. With the author s context and background information, the law becomes more readily understood. A ﬂexible organization accommodates a variety of course
structures; no chapter assumes that students have read preceding material. A complete Teacher's Manual and Annual Case Supplement round out this acclaimed text. The Fourth Edition introduces a
streamlined presentation for even greater manageability. Major new cases are reviewed: United States Department of Health and Human Services v. State of Florida (constitutionality of the Aﬀordable Care
Act); Arizona v. United States (preemption of Arizona's SB 1070); McDonald v. City of Chicago (application of the Second Amendment to the states); and Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission
(First Amendment right of corporations to spend money in elections.) Features: concise, yet comprehensive presentation distinctive approach presents the law solely through case excerpts and authorwritten essays context and background information for greater understanding ﬂexible organization--no chapter assumes that students have read the rest straightforward, accessible writing style Annual
Case Supplement Thoroughly updated, the revised Fourth Edition presents: a streamlined presentation for greater manageability inclusion of major new cases United States Department of Health and
Human Services v. State of Florida (constitutionality of the Aﬀordable Care Act) Arizona v. United States (preemption of Arizona's SB 1070) McDonald v. City of Chicago (application of the Second
Amendment to the states) Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission (First Amendment right of corporations to spend money in elections)

THE GLANNON GUIDE TO CIVIL PROCEDURE
LEARNING CIVIL PROCEDURE THROUGH MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIIONS AND ANALYSIS
Wolters Kluwer Law and Business "A thorough review of ﬁrst-year Civil Procedure, organized around the theme of multiple-choice questions"--Unedited summary from book cover.

WORK OF THE FAMILY LAWYER
Wolters Kluwer Law & Business More concise and practice-focused than traditional casebooks, Work of the Family Lawyer, 4E integrates the study of fundamental family law principles with analysis of the
policy challenges and practical problems faced by today s family lawyers. The Reﬂective Questions, which follow narrative sections of the book, help to stimulate analysis and spark classroom discussion,
and the ﬂexible design makes the book an eﬀective learning tool for traditional classrooms, simulated courses, and in clinical settings. Features: Reﬂective Questions follow narrative sections of the book
to stimulate analysis and spark classroom discussion. Reduced number of chapters with deleted material merged into existing chapters.
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EVIDENCE UNDER THE RULES
TEXT, CASES, AND PROBLEMS
Aspen Publishing Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive access to the online e-book, practice questions from your favorite study aids, and an outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all
in one learning solution for law school students. CasebookConnect oﬀers you what you need most to be successful in your law school classes—portability, meaningful feedback, and greater eﬃciency.
Evidence Under the Rules: Text, Cases, and Problems is one of the most widely-adopted Evidence casebooks ever published. Structured around the Federal Rules of Evidence, the book contains carefully
edited cases and secondary materials, as well as numerous problems that allow students to apply concepts during classroom exercises or on their own. Text boxes provide interesting background on select
cases and additional perspectives on key issues. The Ninth Edition has been updated to include the most recent Evidence cases and developments, as well as insights into recent and pending amendments
to the Federal Rules. It has been streamlined by shortening or eliminating some notes, making it even more user-friendly. It contains applications of evidence law to factual scenarios that students are
likely to ﬁnd particularly interesting. New to the Ninth Edition: Discussion of recent inﬂuential cases, including the Supreme Court’s decisions in Ohio v. Clark and Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, as well as the
most contemporary federal circuit and trial court decisions New problems exploring issues on Rule 404(b) evidence, Rule 410 protections for plea bargaining statements, the Rule 606(b) ban on postverdict
juror testimony, demonstrative aids, and attorney-client privilege New Comment/Perspective boxes on issues of “corporate character evidence” and the use of handwriting experts to authenticate writings
after Daubert Discussion of recent amendments to the Federal Rules, such as the amendment to the Rule 803(16) Ancient Documents hearsay exception, as well as discussion of the pending proposal to
amend the Rule 807 Residual exception to the hearsay rule Professors and students will beneﬁt from: Introductory text that provides a foundation for understanding the cases and materials that follow
Numerous problems that treat cutting-edge issues, allowing students to apply important concepts to contemporary evidentiary problems Guidance for answering Note questions to assist students in
understanding how to approach nuanced evidentiary questions “Comment/Perspective” text boxes that provide broader perspectives to aid in understanding doctrine CasebookConnect features: ONLINE
E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to
quickly ﬁnd coverage of legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep for your exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from Examples & Explanations, Emanuel Law Outlines,
Emanuel Law in a Flash ﬂashcards, and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time. OUTLINE TOOL Most
professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes. The Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the e-book into an
editable format to accelerate your outline creation and increase study time later in the semester. The purchase of this Kindle edition does not entitle you to receive access to the online e-book, practice
questions from your favorite study aids, and outline tool available through CasebookConnect.

MODERN FAMILY LAW
CASES AND MATERIALS
Aspen Law & Business Oﬀering complete and even more concise coverage that includes contemporary issues of debate, Weisberg and Appleton integrate rich interdisciplinary materials with great teaching
cases, notes, and problems. Engaging narratives reveal the fascinating background behind the cases and connect students to the impact of the law on people's lives. Written with sensitivity to issues of
gender, race, and class, Modern Family Law, Fourth Edition, features: probing coverage that reﬂects the social diversity of modern families a candid examination of the development of family law in
response to the women's movement the children's rights movement the fathers' rights movement domestic violence changing sexual mores nontraditional family forms developments in reproductive
technology interdisciplinary perspectives throughout the text balanced coverage of contemporary themes and basic family law a variety of problem exercises, most derived from actual cases and events
ﬂexible organization adapts to shorter or longer courses Updated throughout, the Fourth Edition addresses recent developments in the law, addressing: Abortion, domestic violence, no-fault divorce
reform, parentage, adoption and assisted reproduction same-sex marriage, civil unions and same-sex divorce major new cases, such as Kerrigan v. Commissioner of Public Health, holding unconstitutional
the exclusion of same-sex couples from the right to marry Gonzales v. Carhart, upholding the constitutionality of the federal Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act post-Lawrence v. Texas developments relevant to
sexual behavior Recent amendments to FMLA (Family Medical Leave Act) and VAWA (Violence Against Women Act) Now in its Fourth Edition, Weisberg and Appleton's Modern Family Law reﬂects a
progressive and inclusive perspective that recognizes how the diversity of today's families challenges traditional legal concepts and principles.

PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND OTHER FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
CASES, MATERIALS, AND PROBLEMS
Aspen Publishers For a thorough explanation of the legal systems that govern the full range of payment transactions, instructors can depend on Payment Systems and other ﬁnancial transactions: Cases,
Materials and Problems, Second Edition . When you review the Second Edition be sure to notice its: extraordinary authorship; Ronald J. Mann is one of the country's leading commercial law scholars and
currently serves as Reporter for revisions tot he UCC articles related to checks unmatched breadth of coverage, including checks, credit cards, debit cards, ACH transactions, wire transfers, letters of
credit, notes, guaranties, and securities eﬀective application of the systems approach, grounded in detailed, practical explanations of how payment systems actually work text and problems that focus on
how the rules apply in practice organization into 25 assignments, each including realistic problems that cover the major points students need to master extensive Teacher's Manual, with answers to all the
problems in the book, plus speciﬁc guidance for structuring the assingments around a 50-minute, 75-minute, or two-hour class the Second Edition presents: an assignment on ACH Transactions cases
interpreting the 1990 versions of Article 3 and 4: Gina Chin & Associates v. First Union Bank, Heritage Bank v. Lovett, and Grain Traders, Inc. v. Citibank coverage of proposed revisions of Articles 3 and 4
Transition Guide in the Teacher's Manual to show your students how theory translates into practice, use Payment Systems and Other Financial Transactions: Cases, Materials, and Problems, Second
Edition, In your next course.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IN CONTEXT
Through both historical essays and a timeline of American constitutional history, Constitutional Law in Context helps students understand constitutional law in light of cases, doctrine, constitutional
analysis, federalism, and historical context. It covers both structure of government and individual liberty cases, and it includes a substantial chapter on free speech. In addition, the book provides historical
context for the cases. The casebook helps students to see how historical context shaped doctrinal developments. It also shows how historical developments aﬀecting one doctrine often shaped other
doctrines as well. Examples include parallel changes in commerce clause, substantive due process, and equal protection cases, and in cases related to race and gender. The chapter on incorporation
includes excerpts from the Black Codes and from the congressional debates on the Fourteenth Amendment. The incorporation chapter also shows how the framers of the amendment were inﬂuenced by
denials of civil liberties that occurred during the crusade against slavery. The book contains materials on constitutional decision-making outside of the Supreme Court including materials on the Clinton
impeachment and examples from free speech history. By its emphasis on the types of constitutional arguments, Constitutional Law in Context is designed to assist students in understanding and
formulating constitutional arguments based on text, history, precedent, and policy. To help students understand constitutional doctrine, the book contains short doctrinal essays, charts, and diagrams. It
also deals with some state constitutional law cases to remind students that state constitutions may provide independent and sometimes greater protection of rights. This new third edition includes cases
decided through the 2009 - 2010 term and several new essays. The authors traditionally provide online supplements each year at no charge.
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